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Health-care facility designer Melissa Sprau, her dentist husband and their kids take on 
weekends in a cult-classic 1976 GMC Motorhome. 

 

THERE ARE EASIER WAYS to pack up the family and hit the road than in a rolling slab of chrome, steel 
and the finest 1970s plastic that, by human standards, has hit middle age. Then again, this isn’t just any old 
vehicle. The GMC Motorhome redefined expectations when it first hit the streets, looking and driving 
nothing like the uninspired RVs it shared America’s highways with. 

“It was a futuristic design for the era,” says Benco Dental 
health-care facility designer Melissa Sprau, who owns the magnificent beast you see here. “Traveling in a 
GMC Motorhome today is a unique experience: You’re stepping back into the 1970s, but you’re doing it in a 
vehicle that was well ahead of its time.” 



Back then, motorhomes were boxy, wood-framed behemoths 
based on commercial-truck mechanicals. Piloting one was a tiring chore at best. Manufacturers gave little 
thought to styling aesthetics, let alone aerodynamics. By contrast, the GMC is front-wheel drive, low to the 
ground and positively carlike to operate, with a fiberglass-aluminum body. The vast front windshield gave 
both drivers and passengers a CinemaScope view of the road ahead, while the slippery, streamlined exterior 
helped it deliver, well, hilariously bad fuel economy. (Too bad about that oil embargo a few years back.) 

Sprau’s personal connection to her GMC Motorhome dates to childhood. “My grandfather bought one that 
was well-used by that point and needed a lot of work,” she recalls. “This is pre-internet, so he joined the 
GMC Colonial Travelers, an owners’ group, to share restoration advice. He became good friends with fellow 
member and GMC Motorhomes international historian Bill Bryant. I remember playing in Bill’s Motorhome 
as a little girl during club trips and get-togethers.” 

The Motorhome reminds us that the travel itself is the entertainment: seeing the country, meeting new 
people, reconnecting with nature and each other.” 

 

THAT ’70s SHOW: Plenty of brown leather, old-timey instrument gauges and, er, “electro-level” readings 
for that vintage Carter Administration feeling 

Fast-forward two decades, and that exact vehicle came up for sale. “Bill was somewhat reluctant to let it go,” 
Sprau says. “He wanted to sell, but only to a good home. He remembered my grandfather and me. I told him 
that the Motorhome helped ignite my passion for design. I assured him that I feel responsibility as a steward 
and protector of history. Plus I wanted to create the same memories with my kids that I had with my 
grandfather. That made him comfortable enough to pass it on to our family.” 



The Motorhome reminds us that the travel itself is the 
entertainment: seeing the country, meeting new people, reconnecting with nature and each other.” 

The previous owner, an engineer, was able to restore and then properly maintain the Motorhome’s major 
components. That was important, Sprau says, because neither she nor her husband is mechanically inclined. 
One area that did need work, however, was the interior—her specialty. 

The GMC Motorhome was available in several themes and floor plans, some of which were better suited to 
bachelor parties than family vacations. The Spraus’ GMC occupied the former category. “The interior had 
too many alterations to restore to original condition, so we opted to do an update that respected the original 
design,” Sprau says. “We found someone who had an original GMC dinette set from a different-model floor 
plan, so we bought it and had it restored and relaminated.” 

The process rekindled childhood memories of her 
grandfather’s tinkering. “As a little girl, the Motorhome was a playhouse at its finest, but nothing more,” she 
remembers. “But as I got a little older, I remember going to look at Formica swatches with my grandfather. 
Something about that changed the way I looked at the Motorhome. In retrospect, it was the ultimate small-
space design challenge. I started to think about why the designers chose certain materials and colors. Then I 
started to look at shapes. Finally, I wondered about the use of space and how the placement of furniture and 
objects influences how people interact.” 

 



BICENTENNIAL CHIC: Because the GMC’s interior wasn’t salvageable, Sprau opted for carefully chosen 
updates that respected the original design. 

By tenth grade, Sprau knew for certain she wanted a life and career steeped in design. She attended Moore 
College of Art & Design in Philadelphia, where one of her projects entailed designing a new labor-and-
delivery unit for the now-closed Hahnemann University Hospital. “You could feel the weight of stress as we 
were walking in to interview the doctors and nurses,” she says. “Nobody wants to be hospitalized, but this 
was clearly an environment that did not support people’s physical or emotional needs. I felt an immediate 
drive to fix that. Right then, I knew I had to work in health care.” 

Then came another life-altering event: Sprau met her husband-to-be, Duane, while he was still in dental 
school. They got married and started a family. Being by her husband’s side through his career progression 
gave her firsthand appreciation of the challenges young dentists face, especially when they decide to go into 
practice. 

Thoughtful design enables you to “shape the human experience,” Sprau says. “You let in what you want, and 
keep out what you don’t.” Thus, in the Motorhome: no TV, no internet. Cellphones for emergencies only. 

“When we were still in Philly, we talked about moving back home to 
Northeast Pennsylvania. Benco Dental is well-known, and I knew they had a design department, so I tried to 
get a job there, but the timing wasn’t right.” She instead joined a large regional hospital, while her husband 
bought into a local practice. By then, she was an experienced designer with a strong interest in the dental 
environment—and searching for a new challenge. 

“The opportunity came along to run Benco’s entire design department,” she says. By that point, she had tired 
of designing big hospital spaces for projects that could span many years. She became CenterPoint Design 
Manager for Benco in August 2017, overseeing architects, designers and space planners at the company’s 
showrooms in Pennsylvania, Texas and California. “It’s gratifying because you work closely with clients and 
conclude their projects on a much more succinct timeline,” she says. “Whether because of my husband, or 
just because of the special relationships dentists have with their patients, designing dental environments has 
become my favorite thing I’ve done.” 

Sprau says her experience designing hospital units applies seamlessly to dental practices. “We apply the 
same patient knowledge to reduce anxiety and empower patients to be participants in their care,” she 
explains. “At the same time, it’s equally about the caregivers. This is probably the most meaningful job a 
person can have, so as designers, we need to do everything in our power to make it as easy as possible.” 



Despite the commonalities of smart design, Sprau says the 
process is still highly individualized. “You need to know, what is this person’s true north? What are their 
mission, vision and values? What’s their philosophy on patient care? With every design change, you need to 
ask doctors if it puts them closer to their vision, or farther away. The good news for me is, if I ever hit a 
design roadblock at work, I have an independent dentist at home I can talk it through with.” 

Though she’s a devotee of Midcentury Modern design, Sprau 
has warmed to the nostalgic charms of the 1970s so much that she recently moved her family into a Nixon-
era house that, like their Motorhome, received only carefully chosen updates to retain all of its important 
architectural features. 

That’s the beauty of thoughtful design, she says. “You can shape the 
human experience, letting in what you want and keeping out what you don’t.” In the case of the Motorhome, 
she and her husband have kept technology at a period-correct level: no TV, no internet. Cellphones for 
emergencies only. “The Motorhome reminds us that the travel itself is the entertainment: seeing the country, 



meeting new people, reconnecting with nature and each other,” she says. “I can’t think of another vehicle 
that does that job as well.” 

No wonder GMC Motorhome owners happily invest considerable sums to keep their survivors on the road. 
“You know that you’re never going to get back the money you put in,” Sprau says, “but the reward is the 
experience, the good times, the memories. Hopefully we’re helping preserve that for future generations.” 

 

Note:  This is GMCer Dick Missetts Granddaughter. 

 


